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Mindset:  change focus from lead generation to lead conversion. 
 
Creating Urgency 
 

 Improving Your Response Time.  Call back within 15 minutes, you have 85% chance of 
connecting with the lead.  Respond in 5 minutes, 95% chance. After 30 minutes, dead lead.  

 Building Better Communication. Email subject line “I have the information you requested.” 

 Preparing for Buyer Appointments. Same idea as listing presentation. Buyers are quickest way 
to cash. Script. Invite into office. Review home buying process (Buyer Book). Sign Exclusive. 
Don’t say MLS.  Offer to do a “Market Overview”. Stop being a “pop-tart” agent. 

 
Master Your Time 
 

 Setting priorities.  Put big rocks in first.  Date night, kid’s events. Prospecting, follow-up,…  

 Maximizing Environment. Stand up to prospect/call. Headset and talk with hands. Mirrors. 

 Planning Your Week. Set an ideal weekly schedule. You are the CEO.  Imagine going on vacation. 
 
- 4 end of day questions:  1) Do I need to CALL anyone today?  2) Do I need to EMAIL anyone?  3) Do I 
need to US MAIL anyone?  4)  What do I have PLANNED for tomorrow? 
- 4 dollar productive activities: list, prospect, sell, and negotiate. Goal 70% of workday dollar productive. 
 
Prospect with Intent 
 

 Best Times to Prospect.  Anytime you’re not doing dollar productive work. 

 Planning Your Prospecting.  Plan the night before. Schedule it.  Sort by price range – call highest 
first – double ends.  Call SOI, online leads, old telephone leads. One touch policy.  

 How Many Contacts to Make.   Bob’s company has tracked over 6 million minutes of agent 
prospecting and over $8 billion in sales. Talk to 7.83 people to get an appointment.  Talk to 
12.64 people to get a sale.  Need 1.6 appointments to get a sale.  40.93 dials = 1 sale.  Average 
CCC client prospecting makes $2,180.70 per hour.  Prospecting for 3 hour = 1 sale.  Track your 
numbers.  85% of sellers selected the agent they felt they best “connected” with. 

 
Know Your Numbers 
 

 Goal Setting. Adjust for seasonality of your market. Monthly goal is not annual goal divided by 
12 (look at MLS trend). Set realistic goal (sell 20), stretch goal (30), dream goal (40). Write down. 
Get accountability partner. Track and use your numbers to build models. 

 
Know Your Market 

 Where Buyers Are Shopping. Track the source of your leads and closings. 

 Generational Communication.   Ask how they want to communicate (i.e. Boomer = phone.  
Millennial & Gen Y = FB IM, Gen X –text.) Talk through their medium.  Mirror them. 

 
Getting Results That Matter 

 Show me the money.  Lead with revenue.  Focus on serving the client.  Focus on contacts. 


